
Virtual Learning #10 
Why having fun is the secret to a healthier life: Have you had your daily dose of fun? It's 

not just enjoyable, it's also essential for your health and happiness, says science journalist Catherine 
Price. She proposes a new definition of fun -- what she calls "true fun" -- and shares easy, evidence-
backed ways to weave playfulness, flow and connection into your everyday life. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/catherine_price_why_having_fun_is_the_secret_to_a_healthier_life?user_e
mail_address=3ce45ec2a3801ce3b1a49c8f50549bc0 
 

Wasp-inspired drones can 3D print a building: Teams of aerial robots mounted with 3D 

printers could work together to build emergency shelters and greener homes. 
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-022-03012-z 
 

You don't actually know what your future self wants  "You are constantly becoming a 

new person," says journalist Shankar Vendantam. In a talk full of beautiful storytelling, he explains the 
profound impact of something he calls the "illusion of continuity" -- the belief that our future selves will 
share the same views, perspectives and hopes as our current selves -- and shows how we can more 
proactively craft the people we are to become. 

https://www.ted.com/talks/shankar_vedantam_you_don_t_actually_know_what_your_future_self_wants?use

r_email_address=3ce45ec2a3801ce3b1a49c8f50549bc0 

 

To help solve global problems, look to developing countries: To address the problem 

of counterfeit goods, African entrepreneurs like Bright Simons have come up with innovative and 
effective ways to confirm products are genuine. Now he asks: Why aren't these solutions everywhere? 
From password-protected medicines to digitally certified crops, Simons demonstrates the power of 
local ideas -- and calls on the rest of the world to listen up. 

https://www.ted.com/talks/bright_simons_to_help_solve_global_problems_look_to_developing_countries?use
r_email_address=3ce45ec2a3801ce3b1a49c8f50549bc0 
 

 Amazon's commitment to run on 100-percent renewable energy What will it take to 

power the planet in a way that doesn't hurt it? Chris Roe, Amazon's director of energy and sustainable 

operations, shares the company's pledge to get to net-zero carbon and fully operate all buildings -- 

including data and distribution centers, warehouses, commercial offices and grocery stores -- on 100-

percent renewable energy. He reveals the most critical part of achieving these goals: partnering with 

companies around the globe to spearhead new wind and solar. 

https://www.ted.com/talks/chris_roe_amazon_s_commitment_to_run_on_100_percent_renewable_energy?us
er_email_address=8dd6290ce35bb4461dffb26e4a2efa33 
 

A photographic journey through the Taliban's takeover of Afghanistan: Exposing 

what life looks like in Afghanistan after a 20-year US occupation and the Taliban's stunning and rapid 
takeover, TED Fellow and documentary photographer Kiana Hayeri captures harrowing glimpses and 
multifaceted realities of a war-torn country. Through the lens of her camera, she documents 
devastation and deferred dreams -- but also resilient hope and spirit. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/kiana_hayeri_a_photographic_journey_through_the_taliban_s_takeover_of_afghani
stan?mc_cid=3d2ebada0c&mc_eid=dce98935a1 
 

RICK STEVES “The Value of Travel”: After spending 4 months a year for the last 30 years 

living out of a suitcase, Rick Steves reflects on the value of thoughtful travel. Sharing lessons learned 
from Iran to El Salvador and from India to Denmark, he tells why spending all that time and money 
away from home has broadened his perspective, enriched his life, and made it clear to him, as he says 
in his talk, "Fear is for people who don't get out very much." Rick looks back to share his personal 
experience… people, smelly cheese, and eating with fingers.   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYXiegTXsEs 21:24 
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How to make stress your friend 
Stress. It makes your heart pound, your breathing quicken, and your forehead sweat. But while stress 
has been made into a public health enemy, new research suggests that stress may only be bad for you 
if you believe that to be the case. Psychologist Kelly McGonigal urges us to see stress as a positive 
and introduces us to an unsung mechanism for stress reduction: reaching out to others. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/kelly_mcgonigal_how_to_make_stress_your_friend?user_email_address=3ce45
ec2a3801ce3b1a49c8f50549bc0 
 

Advenures without leaving home – Virtual Learning for $25: What wildlife lives in the 

frozen landscapes of Antarctica? What truths do the legends of Troy hold? What techniques can you 
use to improve your digital photography? These are all questions that can be answered through our 
Adventures Online! These virtual explorations allow you to experience the world’s histories, cultures, 
and ecosystems from the comfort of your home while engaging with your fellow Road Scholars on 
fascinating topics. Make your next learning adventure one you take online! 
https://www.roadscholar.org/ 

 

Do you have a suggestion to share? Send an Email to “4Gicca@gmail.com” 
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